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Abstract—While collecting legitimate usage data, many mobile
applications (apps) have reportedly posed privacy threats to their
hosted mobile devices and individuals, who are, unfortunately,
unaware of data leaks and measures to protect themselves against
these leaks. In this poster, we present a system that analyzes
the two sides of mobile application ecosystem — data collection
and privacy risk. The system consists of three main modules
that correspond to mobile apps, users and service providers,
respectively. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to evaluate privacy risk by analyzing data collection and privacy
leakage from mobile apps.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the growing accessibility of mobile devices and the
Internet, various apps have been developed to provide all
kinds of Internet services, such as shopping, banking and
gaming. Apps run on mobile platforms are expected to provide
personalized services to users with the collection of individual
information, which can lead to potential privacy leakage. Even
worse, sensitive personal information could be misused and
potentially leaked to third-parties. For instance, it is reported
that 73% of Android apps share email address with third
parties and 47% of iOS apps leak user location data [1]. Fig. 1
illustrates the current practice of user data collection from
mobile apps. When users run apps on mobile devices, their
personal data leave the devices through these apps (step 1©)
and are then collected by various service providers (step 2©).

Even though privacy concern of mobile apps has received
increasing attention, individuals rarely have clear knowledge
of privacy violation because their data are silently collected
and transferred away. With General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) enforced in EU from May 2018, there is a compelling
need for users to safeguard their personal data. Therefore, it is
necessary to deliver data flow messages to users and guarantee
the transparency of data collection.

Goal. The goal of this research is to identify potential
privacy leakage by apps and analyzing user data flow to make
the whole data collection transparent and recorded. We aim
to give insights in data collection and privacy leakage among
mobile apps, users and service providers.

Contributions. To achieve this goal, we present a system to
analyze the whole data collection and quantify privacy leak-
ages from mobile apps. Our research makes two contributions
as follows. First, we design three modules to identify and
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Fig. 1. User data collection from mobile apps

track data collection among apps, users and service providers.
Second, we use four existing methods (see Section II) to
identify sensitive data collection and propose a quantification
method for privacy risk.

II. PRELIMINARY: DATA LEAK ANALYSIS

The first thing of privacy leakage analysis is to identify data
flow from apps. Prior work on identifying data leaks can be
categorized into four types.

Privacy Policy Analysis. Privacy policy is offered to show
how a party collects, processes, uses, discloses and stores data.
With natural language processing (NLP) techniques, data-
related entities can be extracted from privacy policies, and
used to identify data sent out of mobile devices [2].

Permission Analysis. Permission request is the way for
an app to apply for system resources or user data, which
is directly linked with privacy leakage [3]. Mobile operation
systems such as Android and iOS adopt permission-based
security scheme, which checks the permission requests of an
app before installation or during usage.

Static Code Analysis. Static analysis leverages the Android
APIs which provide more extensive and accurate data flow
information at fine-grained level [4].

Dynamic Analysis. Dynamic analysis is used to monitor
network data traffics between apps and service providers
in realtime, including dynamic taint tracking, virtual private
network, and man-in-the-middle Wi-Fi network [1], [5].

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we discuss the design and implementation
of our system. Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture which
consists of three main modules.
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Fig. 2. The architecture of AppPrivacy system

A. Module I: App Analysis
This module focuses on analyzing data sharing status of

various apps. With app metadata and apk file (for Android
apps) as input, this module aims to identify collected sensitive
data and service providers. Then a value of privacy risk caused
by each app is calculated using a risk quantification model. Be-
sides, this module also analyzes other relevant characteristics
of data collection, such as data gathering specification under a
certain app category and evolution of data collection behavior
of different versions.

• Data Identification. According to the four methods
described in Section II, data-related entities, permissions,
API calls and data traffics form all possibilities of data
collection.

• Service Provider Identification. Registered API and ser-
vice provider can be extracted from AndroidManifest.xml
in a form of 〈API, provider〉 map.

• App Risk Quantification Model. Based on EBIOS
method [6], we quantify the privacy risk of an app from
three aspects of identified data, i.e. the sensitive level of
data, usage features under a certain app category and the
number of service providers that an app is related with.

B. Module II: User Analysis
According to app usage log of a user, this module puts

emphasis on user data propagation. Then a value of user
privacy risk is calculated by the user risk quantification model.

• Data Flow Path. By app analysis results in Module I
which contains shared data and service providers of each
app, this module can get the data flow path of a user, i.e.
〈data, app, provider〉.

• User Risk Quantification Model. The privacy risk of a
user is calculated from two aspects of identified data, i.e.
the sensitive level and the number of service providers.

C. Module III: Service Provider Analysis
This module aims to determine the amount of collected

sensitive data by a service provider via all apps it develops,
operates or supplies functional APIs for.

• Data Collection Path. Based on app analysis results in
Module I, we analyze the data collection path of each
service provider, i.e. 〈app, data〉.

• User Case Study. This work uses sampled anonymous
device data with installed apps to perform statistical
analysis of each user, i.e. 〈user, data, app, provider〉.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This poster presents a novel system to analyze the whole
data collection and privacy leakage among users, apps and
service providers. We have gathered about 300 thousand apps
and a large sample pool of 30 million anonymous devices
which supply app usage logs to build the prototype system.
Through permission analysis, we have identified 39 types of
sensitive user data, such as location and contacts. Preliminary
evaluations have shown that apps under different categories
have different data collection tendencies, and that top Internet
service providers have collected the most data.

We are currently in the middle stages of implementing
this prototype, with many open questions to explore. We
have finished permission analysis and will explore more data
identification methods. Besides, optimization of privacy risk
quantification model is also one of our future work.
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